
AC Chat EN
Mario Aleman: (17:08) Hello, my name is Mario Aleman and I will be monitoring this chat room. In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, 
ensuring that they are heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants. When submitting a question that you want me to read out loud on the mic, 
please provide your name and affiliation if you have one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. When submitting a 
comment that you want me to read out loud of the mic, once again provide your name and affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a 
<COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>.  Text outside these quotes will be considered as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic.Any 
questions or comments provided outside of the session time will not be read aloud.Please note that audio is may be available in French and Spanish. All 
chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.icann.
org_resources_pages_expected-2Dstandards-2D2016-2D&d=DwIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=EIZsRD5HkaWrY-
IOAapEBdyRwuZLXAVNnDN6t_SaXlQ&m=uHFbeD0yFkLjf6DUBaDltP-Mh3h-
EYCN_Fl7SCIt1d8&s=jQ01uh_gdgS3L_vX_aUus1CVDSZcuOwi4rXwpSLphWQ&e=

  Joly MacFie: (17:48) adiaapologiesjoin. t apologies

  Heidi Ullrich: (17:51) Joly, are you able speak?

  Heidi Ullrich: (17:51) Are you on the bridge?

  Joly MacFie: (17:51)     apologies for late join. will review recording

  Joly MacFie: (17:52) I don't need to speak.

  Heidi Ullrich: (17:52) Thank you.

  Greg Shatan: (17:57) There are technology issues, but it is not a technology issue per se.

  Alfredo Calderon: (17:58) We just need to define the scope of our pending accessibility issues we wish to approach.

  Daniel K. Nanghaka: (17:59) +1 Alfredo, constant reviews

  Greg Shatan: (17:59) Physical barrier issues are the most obvious type of issues that need to be dealt with.

  Greg Shatan: (17:59) That are not technology issues, that is.

  Gunela Astbrink: (18:00) Please refer to the suggested actions I sent around and consider which ones to prioritise including any others not on the list

  Daniel K. Nanghaka: (18:00) This is a mixture and it requires some bit of technology engineering

  Joly MacFie: (18:00) I will be able to coordinate with Greg, since we are both ISOC-NY.

  Alfredo Calderon: (18:00) @Greg, I agree that we need to expand beyond technology issues.

  Alfredo Calderon: (18:03) @Gunela, can you please resend those. At least to me.

  Gunela Astbrink: (18:04) @Alfredo, happy to send again

  Alfredo Calderon: (18:05) Thank you, Gunela.

  Mario Aleman: (18:05) Thank you, this call has been adjurned.

  Gunela Astbrink: (18:05) Thankyou, bye
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